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ACADEMICS

JMU seeks accreditation renewal to keep university’s status
By AME WOOD
contributing writer

come from an accredited institution. The
university must also pass accreditation
for it to be eligible for federal grants and
financial aid opportunities.
JMU is preparing with several committees to work on different aspects of the
project to present to SACS.
“You are accredited, at five years you
do a midterm report, and then you come
up for reaffirmation at  years,” said Jerry
Benson, interim provost and vice president of Academic Affairs. “Then the cycle
continues.”

This year JMU is beginning the process
to be re-accredited, which gives degrees
from JMU value from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. The
process of how universities are accredited by SACS has also changed.
The university, like every other in the
nation, must be accredited for alumni to be accepted to a graduate school,
because the undergraduate degree must

Since JMU was last accredited in ,
the university is due for a renewal in .
According to Ann Myers, a member of
the leadership committee for the accreditation process and head of the social
work department at JMU, SACS evaluates and makes accreditation decisions
based on four areas. They are Principles of Integrity, Core Requirements,
Comprehensive Standards and Federal
Requirements.
“This process is important to JMU
because it is an external look and external

reaffirmation that we operate in a planful
and purposeful way to accomplish our
mission and primary goals as a university,” Benson said.
As the  deadline approaches, the
accreditation committees are compiling research, preparing the certification
report, getting ready for an on-site visit
from a SACS designated committee and
putting together a new addition called
the Quality Enhancement Plan.
Created by a committee of faculty
and students led by Lee Sternberger,

associate provost of Academic Affairs,
the Quality Enhancement Plan is a study
of national trends to see how the university compares with its own documented
aspirations.
“We’ll also engage in a dialogue with
the community — students, faculty and
staff — to solicit their ideas on enhancing student learning,” Sternberger said.
Both Myers and Sternberger’s committee are focusing on the QEP because

see RENEWAL, page 4
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An overcrowded party at Hunters Ridge led to a three floor collapse on Friday. The song “Hard in da Paint” by Waka Flocka Flame was playing, party goers say.

Reconstruction begins after collapse
By JOHN SUTTER
The Breeze

Work began Tuesday on clearing the rubble and
rebuilding the three apartments in Friday’s  Hunters Ridge collapse.
Mike Hendricksen, operations manager for Coldwell
Banker Commercial Real Estate, said tenants of those
apartments were allowed to go back to collect their
belongings.
“What we’re probably looking at is December before
everything is going to be done,” Hendricksen said. “I
would say people can get back in those three units in

January.”
Hendricksen said the insurance adjusters are in the
process of reviewing damage and compiling a report to
determine fault in the incident.
“[The insurance adjusters] got a bunch of red tape
to go through before they say anything officially,” Hendricksen said.
Hendricksen hopes the report will be released in one
or two weeks.
Tenants of the unaffected apartments in  Hunters Ridge have been allowed to move back into their
apartments.
Hendricksen said residents of the nine units were

cleared to move back at  p.m. on Tuesday. Hendricksen
said they were waiting on approval from the city before
they could allow the displaced residents to return.
“[The engineer] is the one that spoke with the city and
the city told us on Monday that as long as the electrical
system was taken care of and everything was safe and
operable for the other unaffected units in the building,
then they can get back in their units,” Hendricksen said.
Residents of  Hunters Ridge were displaced
Friday night after the floor collapsed on the third
floor, crashing through the second story apartment
see PARTY, page 6

HARRISONBURG

Alcohol issues top community, student summit
By AMANDA CASKEY
The Breeze

Some students at the Harrisonburg
Student-Citizen Summit that took place
Tuesday in Memorial Hall spoke of the
idea that students should take responsibility to change the party culture at JMU.
“Now every time I see something that’s
out of line, I’m going to go say something,
and I know that I’m not the only one,
so it’s certainly going to be much more
acceptable [to speak out] after Springfest,” said junior Dominic Fudesco. “I
just don’t think anybody but a student
could get that.”
Partying responsibly was one of the
topics students, community members
and police officers discussed at the
summit, which was conducted by The
Fairfield Center.
“It just seems like every college ends
up with it’s own little bubble, and at the
same time, the community that isn’t
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affiliated with the universities aren’t
always connected either,” said mayor
Kai Degner. “We need to create more
opportunities that are explicitly targeted
at bringing all parts of our community
together.”
The summit was as an open forum
in which people proposed topics and
led small group conversations, exploring ways for students to reconnect with
community members after events such
as last April’s Springfest.
“There are a lot of people who only
read headlines and don’t always get
the chance to talk with each other,” said
Degner, a ’ JMU graduate. “There are
a lot of people willing to have constructive and honest and open conversations
and unless they’re given the chance to do
that, it may not be constructive.”
“How To Party Responsibly,” one of the
break-out session topics, drew the attention of about  people, the highest of all
the sessions.

Senior Andy Eblin, founder of Madison Involved, the group formerly known
as Dukes Helping Harrisonburg, led the
session.
“It’s important for [students] to know
what is [acceptable] at parties,” Eblin
said.
Excessive noise, police presence and
the drinking age were major topics of discussion during the hour and  minute
session.
“I came to this topic in particular
because it was one of the ones I thought,
‘Oh, that’s relevant, I can at least contribute to that,’ ” said junior Ashley Short.
Some students, like Fudesco,
expressed their disappointment with
those involved in the April Springfest riot.
“I am so much more angry at these
people and everyone that was wrong
[at Springfest] than the police or the
administration could possibly be,”
see SUMMIT, page 6

CRIME

Harrisonburg police still
investigating murder
Janet Bonilla, , of Harrisonburg, was
fatally shot Thursday night in the 
block of Vine Street in the Harris Gardens apartment complex. According
to a Harrisonburg Police Department
press release, officers responded at :
p.m. to the report of multiple shots being
fired. Upon arrival, officers found Bonilla unresponsive in a parking lot of the
complex.
HPD is still actively investigating
Bonilla’s death and no one has been

charged. According to a briefing from
Mary-Hope Vass, HPD spokeswoman,
the community has been cooperative in
providing information to police as investigators continue to evaluate and process
evidence collected from the scene.
HPD encourages anyone with
information to call Crime Solvers at -. Callers could receive up to a
$, reward.
— staff reports

ASHLEY GRISHAM / THE BREEZE

Harrisonburg Mayor Kai Degner advocates involvement between students and the
community during Tuesday’s summit, one of several during the year.
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NATION&WORLD
Dinosaur bones
found in Utah
WASHINGTON — Two new
species of horned dinosaurs
were discovered to have lived in
Utah  million years ago when
the state was part of an island
continent.
One of the giant reptiles,
dubbed the Utahceratops gettyi, had a -foot-long head. The
other, called Kosmoceratops
richardsoni, the most-ornate
dinosaur ever unearthed, had
 horns: one over the nose, one
over each eye and at the tip of
each cheekbone, and  across
the back of its bony frill. Each
dinosaur was about as heavy as
a hippopotamus.
The dinosaurs are cousins
of the Triceratops and are the
southern neighbors of the Chasmosaurus, said Scott Sampson,
the lead author of a paper on
the beasts that will appear in the
journal PLoS One. They lived
on an island continent, dubbed

Laramidia, when what is now
North America was divided by
an interior sea that ran along
the eastern side of the Rockies,
extending from the Gulf of Mexico through Alaska. The climate
was swampy and subtropical.
Skulls of the dinosaurs will be
on display at the Utah Museum
of Natural History for the rest of
the year.

Lopez, Tyler join
‘Idol’ cast
LOS ANGELES — “American Idol,” the most-watched
television show in the country, said Aerosmith lead singer
Steven Tyler and actress Jennifer Lopez will be judges for
the singing competition’s th
season.
Tyler and Lopez joined
Randy Jackson, an original
judge, in time for the start of
auditions Wednesday, “Idol”
host Ryan Seacrest said at an
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POLICE LOG
event in Los Angeles. Simon
Cowell, Ellen DeGeneres and
Kara DioGuardi have left the
Fox TV program, making Jackson the only remaining judge
from last season.
The network is revamping
“Idol” with a higher priority on music with the addition
of Jimmy Iovine, chairman
of Universal Music Group’s
Interscope record label, as a
consultant and the return of
Nigel Lythgoe as producer.
“Idol” ratings dropped  percent last season, according to
Nielsen data.
“I want to bring some rock to
this roller coaster,” Tyler said at
the news conference.
“Idol” was the most-watched
prime-time program in the
broadcast TV season that ended
in May. The twice-weekly talent
contest averaged . million
viewers on Tuesday nights and
. million on Wednesdays. The
show was also the most popular among the -to- year-old
viewers that advertisers target.

Larceny

 On Monday, a JMU

employee reported theft
of a Dell laptop in the
Leeolou Alumni Center,
valued at $1,472.
 On Tuesday, a student
reported theft of a wallet
containing JACard, $3
and a AAA card in E-Hall.







Property Damage

 On Sunday, a JMU police

officer reported $600
worth of damage to a
glass door in D-Hall.
 On Sept. 17, a JMU
employee reported
vandalism to a sidewalk
at an ISAT loading
dock, resulting in $50
worth of damage.





Alcohol and Drugs

 On Sunday, two students

received underaged
possession charges
on Putter Court.
 On Sunday, a student
received an underaged



consumption charge
in Shorts Hall.
On Sunday, a student
received a drunk
in public charge on
Bluestone Drive.
On Sunday, a student
received an underaged
possession charge
in Hillside Hall.
On Saturday, two
students received
underaged possession
charges on Devon Lane.
On Saturday, two
students received
underaged possession
charges on Lois Lane.
On Sunday, a student
received a drunk in
public charge at the
Godwin bus stop.
On Sunday, a student
received an underaged
consumption charge
in Potomac Hall.
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LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You mustn’t let a
lack of up-to-date
information keep you from making
a move toward an exciting new
goal. You’ll be more informed
soon.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Instructions you
receive should be
clear and straightforward. There
is no reason you cannot come
through with flying colors.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
How you respond
to environmental
influences will make all the
difference. Don’t overreact in any
way.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
You may be nervous
about what is
expected of you at this time, but
rely on your talent and trust your
instincts and you should fare well.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You are seeking
cooperation from
someone who may not be one of
your usual allies. Send no mixed
messages.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Avoid negligence of
any kind. Ignore the
signs that are revealed to you at
your own peril. A friend comes up
with a timely piece of information.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
All signs are
pointing in a certain
direction, but you are feeling
uneasy about what you see around
the next corner. Use caution.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Experience and
ability combine to
serve you quite well, but you may
be feeling insecure if you must
venture into new territory.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
The work you do
with others can
be more valuable to you than
anything you do on your own, no
matter how successful it may be.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You may be
anticipating a
period of rest, but you’re likely to
hear opportunity knocking, and
you can’t afford to ignore the call.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Someone you know
well may be hiding
something from you at this time,
and you’ll feel compelled to get to
the bottom of it.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Someone may be
telling you to get
your act together and indeed, you
would do well to rethink what you
are trying to accomplish.
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in brief
Harrisonburg

Townhouse fire
ruled as arson

Technology

A fire burned two unoccupied
townhomes near Blue Ridge Drive
and Founders Way on Monday night,
according to WHSV. Fire officials say
the fire was intentionally set. The fire
spread to an adjourning townhouse
through a connected attic.
Washington, D.C.

Supreme Court rejects
Va. execution petition

Tuesday the United States Supreme
Court rejected a petition from Teresa
Lewis, 41, who admitted to plotting
the murders of her husband and stepson. According to The Washington
Post, even though Lewis did not pull
the trigger, police considered her the
mastermind behind the murders.
Lewis is scheduled to die by lethal
injection on Thursday.

Crime Prevention

Program to
combat
gang
activity

Federal government
gives money to western
Va. to support non-profit
organizations
By Danielle Strickler
The Breeze

A three-year pilot program aimed at
combating gang-related crime in the
western Virginia area is beginning its Harrisonburg operations.
The United States Attorney General’s
office spent approximately $1 billion
last year nationally to generate creative
avenues for students in the community
to give them an outlet other than gangrelated activity. At the end of the three
years, the government will decide if the
program was a success and whether to
implement it in other areas.

“I have been out with
[Sergeant of the
Gang Task Force in
Harrisonburg] Chris
Rush and he has pointed
gang members out at
parties with students.”

Mapping the future
Image from istockphoto

Virginia high school seniors earn dual enrollment credit with a JMU-created
geospatial technology program designed by one professor.
By Betsy O’Brien
contributing writer

The Geospatial Semester is an innovative and interactive way for
high school seniors to earn college credit at JMU.
Bob Kolvoord, an integrated science and technology professor,
developed this dual enrollment option with his colleague Kathryn
Keranean, one of the first high school teachers to employ geospatial
technology in the Fairfax County curriculum.
Kolvoord explains geospacial technology “at its simplest making
maps on the computer.” High school students collect and analyze
data then transfer their research to detailed maps.
On Sept. 10, Gov. Bob McDonnell awarded the Geospatial Semester
an honorable mention for the Governor’s Technology Award in the
Innovation in K-12 Education category.
“[High school] students choose projects that are interesting to them
and then go through the process of defining deliverables, searching
for data, analyzing and preparing presentations,” Keranean said in
an e-mail.
Kolvoord and Keranean developed this program to motivate

students to continue on to higher education. Kolvoord recognized
the difficult transition high school students were experiencing after
a “spring wasteland,” his term for senior year.
This dual enrollment class is meant to inspire students to think
critically and become familiar with the technology necessary in their
fieldwork.
This year marks the sixth year of the Geospatial Semester, which
has involved more than 1,000 students in 15 different high schools
and 12 participating districts in Virginia. Kolvoord works closely with
the students and their high school teacher to support and offer guidance throughout the project’s development ensuring a productive
end result.
“Dr. Kolvoord set high expectation for our class,” said Alicia Pettis,
a freshman psychology major and former participant in the program.
“He was so helpful and came to our classes regularly to helpout.”
Students have developed projects that benefit local areas
but students are not limited to the Shenandoah Valley.

SGA

Senators vote for funds to two organizations,
InterVarsity and Alpha Tau Omega

Josh Bacon

Director of Judicial Affairs

According to Josh Bacon, director
of Judicial Affairs at JMU, gangs are a
serious issue in the Harrisonburg area,
though he does not know of any recently
reported incidents where students have
been involved.
“I have been out with [Sergeant of the
Gang Task Force in Harrisonburg] Chris
Rush and he has pointed gang members
out at parties with students,” Bacon said.
The weekend before classes began,
representatives from Judicial Affairs,
Harrisonburg Police Department, Student Government Association, Student
Ambassadors and the Office of Substance Abuse and Prevention stood at
various on- and off-campus locations to
talk to students about how to be safe and
be aware gangs exist in the area.
Gwen Mason, former Roanoke City
councilwoman, was hired as the community outreach coordinator, in charge
of matching nonprofit organizations in
the western Virginia area with grants.
Mason plans to act as a counselor for
the organizations to know the grants they
are eligible for. Last year, more than 8,000
recipients received grants nationwide
from the program.
“My job is to make sure that the western Virginia area is aware of the grants
and nonprofits are aware to compete for
the money,” Mason said.
After that, the Attorney General’s office
will determine the 2011 budget. Mason
will also be working with organizations
like Halterman Karate, Big Brothers Big
Sisters, and the Boys and Girls Club.
Although no date has been determined, Mason will be meeting with
community officials in a few weeks
to go over more information about
the program and find out the best
resources for the organizations.
contact Danielle Strickler
at strickdj@dukes.jmu.edu.

see Geospatial, page 4

By Jordan Krug
contributing writer

Ashley Grisham / the breeze

Katie Cole, SGA contingency liason, debates two resolutions, one granting funds
to InterVarsity for an Alternative Spring Break trip and one to Alpha Tau Omega
for its Random Acts of Kindness charity concert.

meet the senator

Hugh Blanchetti
sophomore, integrated
sciences and technology
major, food and dining
services committee chair
Why did you decide to get
involved with SGA? Well, I did

it in high school and really liked it.
I like to be a public servant and let
the voice of the student body be
heard.

SGA passed two funding bills at its
weekly meeting Tuesday.
The first was a request for $3,880
for registration fees for four members
of InterVarsity to attend a 2011 Alternative Spring Break trip to either the
Dominican Republic or Costa Rica.
“This trip allows us to help maintain existing structures, including
schools,” said Will Sowers, a senior
business management major, who
spoke on behalf of the organization.
The InterVarsity members would
work on community projects, such
as fixing buildings and assisting local
residents.
“One year, we fixed this woman’s
chicken coup and bought her new
chickens,” Sowers said.
SGA has approved InterVarsity’s
request for alternative spring break
funding every year. This year was
no different with a 48-0 majority
approval.
Funding was also approved for
Alpha Tau Omega’s annual Rock 4
Random Acts of Kindness, an outdoor
charity concert held last year on the
Festival lawn. The funds, a total of
$4,537, will go to performance fees for
the tentative performing artist, rapper Sam Adams. Adams, who gained

popularity with “I Hate College,” his
remix of Asher Roth’s “I Love College.”
There was some debate over the
fact that Adams’ contract with JMU
hasn’t been finalized yet, but ATO’s
philanthropy chairman, junior computer information systems major Nick
Demaggio,clarified the situation.

“This trip allows us
to help maintain
existing structures,
including schools.”
Will Sowers

senior business
management major

“We have been talking to his agent
for a few weeks now, and are in the
final stages of getting him,” Demaggio said.
In the end the bill passed with a
43-0 majority vote.
ATO is hoping to raise at least $10,000
to donate to its main charity, Big
Brothers Big Sisters of Harrisonburg.
contact Jordan Krug at
krugje@dukes.jmu.edu.

What is your favorite
thing you’ve accomplished
through SGA? Becoming a

What changes are you
looking forward to most
this school year? Having a

If it were up to you, what
changes would you make at
JMU? I would want people not to

SGA just had their annual
retreat; how did that go? We

committee chairman for F.A.D.S.
(Food and Dining Services).

walk around with iPod earphones
in. It’s very impersonal.

successful “SGA Serves You” at
D-Hall.

had a huge turnout, it was great to
meet new members. We also got
to work out a lot of the kinks in
committees.
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Geospatial | Projects address
local, global environmental issues
from page 3

“It has grown slowly and gradually, making sure it remains a
high quality program,” Kolvoord
said. “The local teacher is the
key.”
One project out of Page County, Va. assessed the potential risk
of wildfire spreading to homes
that border the Shenandoah
National Park, while another
project calculated ideal locations
for wind turbines on the Eastern
Shore.
Some students even addressed
international issues when one
group assessed the benefits
of hydroelectric plants in the
Philipines.
Pettis aimed to resolve the
traffic problem at Robinson
Secondary High School in Fairfax, Va. her senior year in high

school. Pettis and a partner
created a map of the traffic patterns of buses, automobiles and
pedestrians.

“Overall, the
experience was
awesome. Not only
was I able to use my
skills in the class,
but I was also able
to translate them
into a work place.”
Alicia Pettis
freshman

“Overall, the experience was
awesome,” Pettis said in an

e-mail. “Not only was I able to
use my skills in the class, but I
was also able to translate them
into a work place. I got to work at
the Fairfax County [Geographic
Information System] and Mapping Department for three
weeks.”
Kolvoord said the program is
very unique because “students
present results to representatives
and schools.” Students become
involved with the community
and comfortable with technology
while producing valuable results.
“This is one of the few courses
that high school seniors get to use
technology to solve problems and
make decisions,” Keranean said.
contact Betsy O’Brien at
obrienee@dukes.jmu.edu.

RENEWAL | Accreditation process
changing for the next renewal period
from front

it is new and integral to the reaffirmation process.
“The QEP is one of biggest differences in what is now being
expected of universities,” Myers
said.
According to Kristi Shackelford, director of academic
policy and curriculum development at JMU, a major change in
the process is the way SACS has
formatted the Self Study Report.
In the past this report contained hundreds of specific
statements for JMU to respond
to. Now, the report contains

fewer but broader questions.
“The quality of the response
is just as important, but there
is much more interpretation
required,” Sternberger said.
The on-site review team will
also assess if each JMU faculty
member is qualified to teach in
the area he or she is employed.
The review team will also check
to see whether JMU uses the
data from the assessment tests
students take to improve its
programs.
“The university is already
committed to assessment, and
we know our faculty [members]
have outstanding credentials, so

we think we’re in a good place
for that review,” Shackelford
said.
After the on-site review,
scheduled for the spring of 2013,
SACS will be able to assess everything and make its final decision
whether or not to reaffirm JMU
as an accredited university.
“Being fully accredited is the
only acceptable option,” Myers
said. “The university has an
ongoing commitment not only to
meet standards but to go above
and beyond what is required.”
CONTACT Ame Wood at
woodac@dukes.jmu.edu.
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virginia

Cuccinelli, delagate’s
relationship ‘symbiotic’
The Washington Post

RICHMOND — Virginia
Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli has issued several
controversial legal opinions in
the past few months, concluding, for instance, that police
could check the immigration
status of those stopped by lawenforcement officers, that the
state could impose stricter
oversight of clinics that perform
abortions and that local governments could allow religious
holiday displays on public
property.
In each instance, the request
for the opinion came from the
same person: Del. Robert Marshall, a like-minded Republican
who shares Cuccinelli’s far-right
views.
Marshall, who represents
Prince William County, has
sought seven opinions from
Cuccinelli since the attorney
general took office in January,
and has three pending, including one that questions whether
Gov. Robert McDonnell (R) has
the authority to seek additional
stimulus funds from the federal government. The number of
requests is extraordinarily high,
and it is generally unmatched by
any legislator in an attorney general’s entire four-year term.
Observers say their relationship has become symbiotic
— one that helps each promote
themselves and advance their
interests — but in a way no one
envisioned before.
“It’s not unconstitutional,”
said A.E. Dick Howard, a law
professor at the University of
Virginia and one of the drafters
of the modern Virginia Constitution. “It’s just not contemplated.
It’s outside what the framers of
the Constitution would have
seen.”
Democrats, who hold narrow control of the state Senate,
accuse the pair of attempting to
make an end run around a divided General Assembly, which had
already considered — and rejected — similar proposals regarding

abortion and immigration.
“It circumvents the people’s
elected representation,” state
Sen. Edward Houck, D-Spotsylvania, said. “It seems to me
perfectly obvious what’s going
on. They are now using this legal
activism.”
Marshall, elected to the
Republican-controlled House
in 1991, was one of the first to
endorse Cuccinelli for his state
Senate seat in 2001.
Cuccinelli, elected to statewide office last year, has quickly
become a “tea party” favorite,
suing the federal government
over its new health-care law
and its ability to regulate greenhouse gases, and writing letters
to every public college in Virginia instructing them not to
adopt nondiscrimination policies that protect gays without
express authority from the General Assembly.
More recently, Cuccinelli issued a civil investigative
demand, essentially a subpoena,
for a slew of documents from the
University of Virginia regarding
well-known climate scientist
Michael Mann, who the attorney
general, a vocal skeptic of global warming, alleges might be
engaged in fraud. But Marshall
was the first to ask for records
from U-Va., and he sponsored
legislation making it illegal to
require people to buy health
insurance, which was designed
to invalidate federal efforts to
mandate insurance coverage.
Longtime Virginia political
analyst Robert Holsworth said
the requests for the attorney
general’s opinions are benefiting
both men. It provides Marshall, a
low-level delegate often at odds
with members of his own party,
with tremendous influence, and
it gives Cuccinelli further visibility and national prominence.
Both men fielded national
television interviews after the
publication of the immigration
and abortion opinions.
“It’s a very creative tactic,”
Holsworth said. “They’re both
mavericks in some way. They’ve

found an instrument that provides for their mutual intentions
extraordinarily well.”
On Aug. 2, Cuccinelli issued
an opinion concluding that law
enforcement could check the
immigration status of anyone
officers stopped for any reason.
Virginia law currently requires
officers to check the legal status
only of those arrested and jailed.
Marshall promptly wrote
McDonnell, asking that he
codify Cuccinelli’s opinion.
McDonnell told reporters that
he agreed with Cuccinelli’s opinion, but that he lacked the legal
authority to force local police to
check the immigration status of
people they stop.
On Aug. 20, Cuccinelli concluded that the Board of Health
could require that clinics that
perform abortions meet hospital-type standards, a move
abortion rights advocates say
could force some facilities to
close. Again, Marshall wrote
McDonnell, this time asking
him to implement the regulations per Cuccinelli’s opinion.
On Aug. 24, Cuccinelli concluded that the U.S. and Virginia
constitutions and state law do
not call for a prohibition on holiday displays on public property.
Marshall requested the opinion after residents complained
that Loudoun County officials
banned structures, religious or
otherwise, last year from the
lawn of the century-old courthouse in Leesburg.
Howard said that, legally,
nothing can be done about Marshall’s requests and Cuccinelli’s
opinions, but that legislators
and other politicians must deal
with it.
Sen. Mary Margaret Whipple,
D-Arlington, who often opposed
Cuccinelli in the Senate, said she
predicts that the General Assembly will try to stop his actions
through bills and amendments
when the legislature returns in
January.
“It’s an element of checks and
balances,” she said.
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SCOTT DUDLEY | contributing columnist

Attack on vaccines
Why anti-vaccine supporters are quacks.

Not getting immunized should be
illegal. People who choose not to get
immunized are putting themselves and
others at risk to a myriad of preventable
diseases, many of which are debilitating and fatal. Sadly, there is a growing
movement in several countries that
believes vaccinations do more harm
than good.
Jenny McCarthy and her organization, Generation Rescue, have become
the flagship of the “vaccinations cause
autism” movement. This movement
sprung from the findings of Andrew
Wakefield, a British doctor who conducted a study that supposedly shows a
positive correlation between the measles,
mumps and rubella vaccine and autism
in young children. This study started a
chain reaction that caused an alarming
number of parents to withhold vaccinations from their children. This theology
continued to pick up steam when McCarthy joined the bandwagon after her son,
Evan, was diagnosed with autism shortly
after receiving vaccinations.

In 2008, San Diego
saw a huge spike in
measles infections.
Who was the culprit for
beginning the strain?
An unvaccinated child.
McCarthy told US Weekly that “Before
the vaccination, [her son Evan] was
huggy, lovey, snuggly. Then it was like
someone came down and stole him,”
to explain how she felt the vaccine had
given her son autism. She spouts off
statistics about the dangers of vaccines
and treats Wakefield’s study like gospel
despite more than a dozen similar studies that have been done since then that
show no correlation between the MMR
vaccine and autism.
What’s more, the publication that
originally published the study’s findings
officially retracted the article in February of this year and Wakefield’s medical
license was revoked in July. Anyone who
claims to be acting in their best interest
by skipping vaccinations can no longer
use those mainstream medical findings
as their reasoning. Anyone who risks
their or their child’s life on anecdotal
evidence peddled by a washed-up celebrity and a doctor stripped of his license
should be considered unfit parents.
Religious beliefs are also not a valid

excuse to forgo vaccinations. I understand that people have strong beliefs in
this regard, but claiming religious freedom at the expense of the public’s safety
is unacceptable. The most widely known
religious group that advocates against
vaccinations is Christian Scientists. In
, a Christian Scientist boarding
school in Missouri had an outbreak of
measles in which more than  people were infected. Only through quick
action by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was it contained. On
its website, the CDC made a note about
the incident stating, “Communities that
do not accept vaccination are at risk for
recurring outbreaks and may provide
foci of infection that can result in further transmission.”
But that was probably an isolated
incident trumped up by the CDC for
more funding, right?
In early , California declared an
emergency because of the alarming
resurgence of pertussis, better known
as whooping cough. Nearly eradicated
within a few decades of the introduction of its vaccine, whooping cough
has killed six infants and infected nearly
, in California this year alone.
In , San Diego saw a huge spike
in measles infections. Who was the
culprit for beginning the strain? An
unvaccinated child. The people most
affected by this new outbreak? Unvaccinated children. While we may not ever
be  percent rid of every side effect
from vaccinations, it is quite easy to see
the drastic effects of not using them.
On the other hand, it’s almost
impossible to overstate the benefits of
inoculation. One of the best examples of
these benefits is the polio vaccine. In the
late th century and into the early th
century, polio was an epidemic that left a
multitude of people paralyzed. After the
discovery of a polio vaccine in the s
and its prolific use worldwide, it has been
eradicated from many areas of the world.
Yet in countries without access to the
vaccine, like Nigeria, India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan, it still afflicts large numbers
of people, according to the CDC.
The widespread distribution of vaccines has been called one of the greatest
advances in science by a number of
scientists and medical professionals.
Unless empirical and scientific data
someday shows otherwise, not getting
vaccinated is backward and dangerous.
Scott Dudley is a junior
international affairs major. Contact
Scott at dudleysr@dukes.jmu.edu.

STEVEN KNOTT | simply knott satisfied

Collapse of the status quo
Ragers are inherently unsafe; students need to take more control of their parties.
First, let me establish that when
I heard a third floor apartment collapsed in Hunters Ridge, I was
immediately
grateful to hear
that no one died.
To those hurt in
last Friday’s tragedy, I hope you
recover quickly.
For at least a
year, JMU students have been
defending their
feelings of entitlement to party as the
administration has been trying to tone
down our town’s party scene. There are
a lot of lessons that can be taken from
the collapse of that apartment, but for
students, it means dropping the entitlement and realizing that our partying
actually is dangerous.
Last year I wrote an article that may
as well have called on all students to
ignore the authorities and drink to
their heart’s content. I’ve heard stories that there wasn’t drinking going
in that Hunters Ridge apartment last
week, and I’ve heard other stories
that say there was. The bottom line is,
it doesn’t matter.
An apartment fell through two
floors; nearly  people went to the

A “thanks-for-the-music-trivia”
pat to one of the route  bus drivers
who tried to make a quiet ride home
more enjoyable.
From a girl who admired your
vast knowledge on the life of Britney
Spears.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “birds-of-a-feather-flocktogether” pat to my fabulous club
officers for being such a great team.
From Mother Bird, your very proud
president, who can’t wait to see all
the great things you’re going to do this
year.
A “why-all-the-hatin’-onU.Va.?” dart to JMU.
From a senior who can find love
in her heart for both Jefferson’s and
Madison’s schools.
A “thanks-for-getting-methrough-the-week” pat to
Chick-fil-A Wednesdays.
From a senior and loyal celebrant
of the day at JMU for four years
running.

A “stop-being-such-a-tease” dart
to the weather.
From a junior who doesn’t like
getting slammed with  degree
weather again.
A “where-are-we,-a-Siberianprison-camp?” dart to the E-Hall
and D-Hall bistros for giving students
such small servings.
From a rapidly thinning student
who would really wanted that one
extra sausage link.
A “thank-you-for-your-chivalry”
pat to the cute guy who always strikes
up conversations.
From the girl who’s too shy to fully
show her appreciation and how much
she has come to like you.

uadtalk
Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

An “I’m-still-in-summer-mode”
dart to my professors for scheduling
all their tests at the same time.
From an overworked junior
who just wants to spend this sunny
September out on the Quad and not
in the library.
A “you’re-making-me-fat!”
dart to my roommate who has an
obsession with baked goods.
From the girl who can’t resist
homemade cookies, brownies,
cupcakes … mmm.
A “your-plan-backfired” dart to
the restaurant that wouldn’t let us in
and told all of the other downtown
restaurants not to either.
From a group of golfers who will
never spend another dime at your
establishment.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Parties are just becoming
too synonymous with
danger. Safety needs to
be taken more seriously.
JMU has been encouraging students
to limit party sizes for over a year now.
While I used to be as resistant to the
idea as anyone, it turns out their concerns were completely legitimate.
That party could have been as innocent as a dry dance party, but the
house still fell down. It doesn’t matter where someone parties or even
if they’re drinking; we owe it to the
people hurt in that house to break up
our parties. Not to stop altogether, but
at least limit similar house parties to
ensure this incident doesn’t repeat
itself.

For a while I thought about how our
university might respond to last Friday’s events. I anticipated that they’d
use the event as an anecdotal example of why JMU should try to shift its
culture. While I hope they don’t use
the harm that befell those students as
ammunition for their arsenal of pseudo-prohibitionism, students should
realize by themselves that large parties are, in fact, dangerous.
My mind has been turning since
I learned of the incident at Hunters Ridge. I used to advocate student
autonomy in regards to alcohol as
much as anyone at this school. But I
simply don’t feel that way anymore.
Parties are just becoming too synonymous with danger. Safety needs to be
taken more seriously.
College should absolutely be a
fun experience for everyone. But fun
should never be more important than
your education or safety. This example
literally warns us — if you keep putting pressure on an unstable platform,
it will fall.
Steven Knott is a senior business
finance and economics major.
Contact Steven at knottsm@dukes.
jmu.edu.

A “damn-you-technology” dart
to The Breeze website for being down
so I have to text my Darts & Pats to
editors.
From a devoted visitor who hopes
to be back online soon.

A “there-is-no-way-you’reready-for-the-real-world” dart to
myself who refuses to grow up.
From a senior who still rocks a
kindergarten-sized backpack and is in
no way ready for a -to- job.

A “me-ruv-ru-rong-time” pat to
the Asian love on Glee.
From a Vietnamese gleek who’s
been waiting a long time for Tina and
Mike to get together.

A “no,-I’m-not-going-to-thankyou” dart to the professor who asked
if the class found the assignment
enlightening.
From a student who doesn’t
appreciate being assigned work that
you admit we won’t understand.

A “to-get-a-date-through-Darts&-Pats-would-be-so-awesome”
pat to the Ashby Wookie girl.
From the guy who wants to know
how we can make this happen.
A “go-back-to-the-Serengeti”
dart to the elephants upstairs.
From the girls below you who don’t
want to hear your every move.
A “how-am-I-supposed-toapparate?” dart to all the Muggles
on campus.
From a Ravenclaw who’s just trying
to practice her spells.

A “the-Dakar-Yellow-sun-willcome-out-tomorrow” pat to a
friend who’s had a rough week.
From your buddy who believes you
can fix anything with a can of RustOleum and a full tank of gas.
A “you-saved-my-life,-thankyou” pat to The Potty Mouth.
From someone whose bathroom
stall was out of toilet paper during an
emergency.

Oops, our website is under repair.
Visit YOUTUBE.COM/BREEZEVIDEO to see this week’s episode
on building JMU’s relationship with Harrisonburg.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

hospital — two were even airlifted to
Charlottesville. Unfortunately, most
students who party know that a shaky
floor on an upper level apartment is
nothing out of the ordinary. I’ve never
met anyone who actually believed
their floor could give in, a belief I’m
sure the tenants at Hunters Ridge held
as well. But the floor did fall.
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PARTY | Police spoke with eight
minors who were at the party

SUMMIT | Students express
concern about Harrisonburg’s ‘paranoia’
from front

PHOTO COURTESY OF TOM BROKAMP

The Hunters Ridge floor collapse was likely caused by about 60 to 100 people dancing on the third floor,
according to Mike Hendricksen, operations manager for Coldwell Banker Commercial Real Estate.
from front

and coming to rest on the first
floor. That night, a party took
place in apartment J, with a
large amount of people dancing to “Hard in da Paint” by
Waka Flocka Flame, when the
living room floor completed
collapsed, according to Kirsten
Kempa, a Bridgewater College
junior communications major.

“I’m not nervous
living here, but there’s
still police tape
surrounding the area
and there’s padlocks
on the doors.”
Eric Green
senior, Hunters
Ridge resident

“Everything is pointing
toward the overload of that
unit,” Hendricksen said. “Have
I seen a written report that says
this is the cause? Not yet.”
The Red Cross provided
assistance to the majority of the
residents who were displaced
from their home.
“Some had other places to go
and other friends to stay with,
but the Red Cross offered to
put people up in the Days Inn
across the street,” Hendricksen
said.
Eric Green, a senior biology
major, lives on the second floor
of 1348 and is a tenant of one

of the unaffected apartments.
Green said the mood of the
complex is not same as it used
to be.
“I’m not nervous living here,
but there’s still police tape surrounding the area and there’s
padlocks on the doors,” Green
said. “On my door, there is
the time when [the firefighters] broke into our apartment
to make sure no body was in
there: it says 11:54. Each door
has a different time on it, so its
kind of eerie in that sense.”
Green said he, his roommate and their dog went home
to Fredericksburg on Friday night because they were
unsure whether a hotel could
take their dog. Green said when
they returned on Saturday, the
Red Cross offered them hotel
rooms in Days Inn until they
were able to move back into
their apartment.

Partygoers

According to Mary-Hope
Vass, spokeswoman for the
Harrisonburg Police Department, officers spoke with eight
minors, of high school age, at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital about the floor collapse.
“HPD had an officer respond
to RMH to make sure any
juveniles at the hospital had
contacted their parents/guardians,” Vass said in an e-mail.
Kempa said a few high school
students were at the party, but
assumed they just picked a random party to go to.
“I don’t think anybody at
the party really knew the high

schoolers,” Kempa said. “I
heard they were there, but I
think it was one of things where
they decided to go out and celebrate and they kind of showed
up at a random party.”
Kempa said one of the hosts
celebrating her birthday’s
attends Bridgewater College.
“I think the person who
owned the apartment might
go to my school,” Kempa said.
“I know there was a couple people celebrating birthdays and
one of them goes to Bridgewater. That’s why there was a lot of
Bridgewater people there.”
While Kempa did not know
everyone at the party, she did
say the party had more Bridgewater students rather than JMU
students.
Kempa said the apartment
was packed with people —
estimating 60 to 100 dancing
on the living room floor when
it collapsed.
“I was standing underneath
the stairs because there were so
many people in the apartment,
like you couldn’t move, and that
song came on and everybody
got excited and started jumping,” Kempa said. “I thought I
saw all my friends die.”
Green said he didn’t recognize anyone at the party and he
does not know the residents of
apartment J.
“I went out a couple times
walking my dog and there was
nobody there I recognized
as going to JMU,” Green said.

Fudesco said. “They just need to
take advantage of the kids that
are embarrassed and mad about
what happened.”
Degner expressed the
importance of a strong student response to the events of
Springfest in order to change
the minds of people in the
community.
“I hope that the attendance
at this session at this event signals that there are hundreds and
hundreds of people that want
to have a positive relationship
with the community, and the
students lead the way,” Degner
said.
Students also had the opportunity to discuss policies with an
officer from the Harrisonburg
police department.
A memb er of the HPD
discussed the importance
of registering parties and
described the process as being
beneficial to students as long as
there is someone responsible

for the party who can answer
questions if prompted.
Still several students
expressed their concerns of
“paranoia,” thinking that once
a party is registered, it goes on
a tracking list and will be constantly monitored. They were
reassured that the registration simply gives them a “free
warning” and the party is not
targeted in any way.
The session brought a sense
of understanding that cooperation is vital for change.
“I think it brought about that
it’s all of our responsibility —
the community, the police and
the students — and it’s going
to take everybody involved to
change things around and make
sure it doesn’t happen again,”
Short said.
Other topics included landlord and tenant conflicts, the
drinking age, short-term service
projects and the public transportation system.
“This takes effort,” Degner said. “What I love about

“I hope that the
attendance at this
session at this event
signals that there
are hundreds and
hundreds of people
that want to have a
positive relationship
with the community,
and the students
lead the way.”
Kai Degner

Harrisonburg mayor

this is that there are people
here ready to do the work to
make those connections and
build on those connections.”

Contact Amanda Caskey
at caskeyap@dukes.jmu.edu.

KATIE BAROODY / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Branching out for parking spaces

The R2 parking lot next to Starbuck’s on Port Republic Road is getting additional parking spaces
for residential parking. The trend of adding spaces has also reached the former Theatre II building, not
pictured, where demolition is in progress. The opening for the lots has not been announced.

Contact John Sutter at
breezenews@gmail.com.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR 2011-2012.
Go Dukes!

COME
H
AT TH ANG OUT
E “BE
ECH”
.

Copper Beech Townhomes
Units are available in our spacious 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes for 2011-2012
- 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes oﬀer private bedrooms with their own private bathroom
and a half bath on the main level.
- The largest clubhouse in Harrisonburg
- A HUGE 24 hour Fitness Center
- Two Pools and Jacuzzi
- Game Room with computer lab, pool table, poker table, and foose ball table
- Free tanning
- 2 basketball courts and a volleyball court
Leasing Oﬃce
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Phone: 540-438-0401
Fax 540-438-0403
www.cbeech.com
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Sign a 2011-12 Lease Now
No Application Fee
Free Lunch at Jack Browns!

1 Bedroom Apartment
$470-$560
Water, Sewage, Trash
Included in Rent

Like us on Facebook
to get your news while our site is down.

182 Neff Ave. Harrisonburg, VA
540-434-5700 Fax 540-434-5011

Perfect
for all
your fall
occasions.

15% Off
Party Platters
Offers expire 11/13/10. Good at Harrisonburg store only.
Must present coupon at the time of purchase to receive
offer. May not be combined with any other offer.

$1.00 OFF
Box Lunches
Offers expire 11/13/10. Good at Harrisonburg store only.
Must present coupon at the time of purchase to receive
offer. May not be combined with any other offer.

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring in this coupon and get $5.00 off your next oil change at you nearest participating Jiffy Lube.
Come in every 3,000 miles for a Jiffy Lbe Signature Service® Oil Change.
*This coupon is only redeemable at the Jiffy lube at 1870 East market St. Harrisonburg, VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service® Oil Change
- No Appointment necessary.
- Free top off on your way home*
- National database keeps a
history of your Jiffy Lube services.

$34.99
- $5.00
$29.99 (with JAC card)
Not valid with other offers. Jiffy Lube Sinature Service®
are registered trademarks of Jiffy Lube International, Inc.
© 2004 All Rights reserved.

1870 East Market Street
across form Valley Mall

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 433-8599
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port main
James Madison University’s Student Magazine

Fashion

Student Life

Apartment Living

Food

Travel

Entertainment
Careers

... and more!

Coming Soon:
Sign Up for 3
Issues, Save 15%!
Port & Main will be published three
times each year. You save 15%
when you advertise in all three.

Ad Prices Start at $150 and
INCLUDE FULL COLOR!
Reservation Deadline: September 30
Contact: Frank Batres at (540) 568-6127

A New Magazine
By JMU Students and
For Students

You now have more advertising options to
reach the 18,000+ students of James Madison University. The
Breeze had launched
Port & Main magazine,
a full-color, glossy

publication about all
the things students
enjoy. The magazine
will include stories
about JMU students,
entertainment, dining,
fashion, health, careers
and more.

This is your chance to reach thousands of students
with millions in spending power

Life

on page 10

Students appreciate work of poet

Editors Torie Foster & Pamela Kidd E-mail breezearts@gmail.com
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Jamie Lose

keep the good times rolling

Homage
to a
hamster’s
hoarding

David Casterline / The Breeze

Senior Tiffany Gesford models one of artist Maggie Florence’s dresses that matched her painting for the ArtWorks Gallery show opening on Monday.

Art off the walls

Senior artist presents a series of dresses that complement her paintings
By Beth Cole
contributing writer

When senior English major Tiffany Gesford stood
up, she blended in to a painting of two very large
cows behind her.
She was wearing one of several dresses that senior
art major Maggie Florence created for Monday’s art
show located in ArtWorks Gallery on Grace Street.
Each was based on three different themes.
“I liked the idea of something massive and right
up in your face, and cows are a lot bigger than most
people realize,” Florence said.
The idea for the painting and the dress came from
a close encounter with a cow last year.
Florence drove into the country with some friends
in the middle of the night to see a meteor shower.
When they stopped, it was dark, and as Florence went
to open the car door, she was met by the snout of a
very large cow that had wandered into the road.
“I screamed like a little girl,” Florence said.
Another one was modeled by her friend, sophomore English major Kayla Runion. The dress featured
a koi fish design on the top and a layered blue skirt,
meant to signify the waves of the ocean. It complemented two large silk paintings Florence had done
of koi fish.
The last dress was a white silk wedding dress,
modeled by senior theatre major Tina Ferrari. It was
accented with touches of blue and an elaborate blue

veil. The wedding dress also included a wedding ring
shaped like a flower pot.
Students, professors, friends and family members
streamed into the gallery between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
for this reception, which was the gallery’s second
show so far. The artists had been working to piece
together their exhibits since they applied for the show
last semester — painting, shooting photos, creating
screen prints and even sewing.
“Expect the unexpected” was the theme of graphic
design major Karla Stiebel’s series of screen prints
and oil paintings. All of her pieces used a bright,
’80s-inspired color palate of neon green, hot pink,
deep purple and electric blue. The vision for her
exhibit was centered around her love of extreme
sports.
“I surf and snowboard and skateboard, so it’s a big
part of my life,” Stiebel said. “There’s a lot of movement and energy involved in that.”
Every year, Stiebel travels to Florida and Virginia
Beach to go surfing. These trips inspired her largest
piece, an oil painting of a surfer riding a giant wave.
One gallery wall was dedicated to Stiebel’s love of
snowboarding. Pieces on her snowboard wall included paintings of herself, the president of the JMU
snowboard team, Josh Kelaher, and a screen print
of professional snowboarder Kevin Pearce.
She hopes to create graphics for snowboards and
see Art, page 10

musical Review

Actors’ talents make up for cliché plot

By Amber Logsdon
The Breeze

The Studio Theatre took over
Theatre II’s role as an experimental
performance location this week.
Last year brought thoughtprovoking pieces like “An Oak Tree”
and “Red Light Winter.” This year, after
relocating to a brand new space, it was
up to the cast of “I Love You Because,”
directed by senior musical theatre
major Brandon Duncan, to christen
the space with some more of the
intriguing shows for which the School
of Theatre and Dance are known.
“I Love You Because” is a musical
set in modern-day New York City.
Most of the main action centers
around two couples: Marcy and Austin
and Diana and Jeff. Both Marcy and
Austin have recently experienced
terrible break ups from long-term
relationships.
In order to get his younger brother
Austin out of his funk, Jeff turns to
online dating. Diana also does the
same for her best friend, Marcy, who
is determined to find her “Mr. Wrong”
before she finds her “Mr. Right.”
Both couples end up dating for a
while, but some involved have major
commitment issues.
“Thought-provoking” is not
anywhere near the right word to
describe “I Love You Because.”
The plot is very cliché, but the
performance itself was very well-done.
The two male leads, Austin and Jeff
(musical theatre majors junior Andrew
Trego and senior Austin Colby), blow

Nate Carden / The Breeze

Sophomore Logan Troyer (left) and juniors Andrew Trego and Ryan Lynch each
mastered their roles and demonstrated strong vocal control.

the audience away with their vocal
abilities. It takes a minute to realize
that they are fellow students.
Characterization was also a point
in which “I Love You Because” held a
strength. The actors had a very strong
sense of who they were representing,
which made them all the more
relatable.
Diana, played by junior musical
theatre major Carly Amburn, had
a great comedic sense, especially
combined with scenes with Jeff. One
song, about friends with benefits,
found the pair in extremely suggestive
positions. If it weren’t for their

commitment to what they were doing
on stage, the entire scene would have
been incredibly awkward for both the
actors and the audience.
Junior Colleen Hayes, a musical
theatre major, had some compelling
moments, too, especially in the
more emotionally-charged scenes.
One moment in particular had her
character Marcy exposing her true
feelings for Austin, only for him
to reject her completely. The utter
heartbreak that underscored that
moment, coupled with the true,
genuine reaction by Hayes made it
that much more gripping.

Sophomore musical theatre major
Logan Troyer and junior theatre major
Ryan Lynch also conquered their
characterizations. As NYC Woman and
NYC Man, they were given the task of
constantly changing their roles. The
transitions between their characters
were smooth and believable.
The staging itself is very simple.
Four major elements of the show
remain on stage the entire time: a bed
and chair to represent the character’s
bedrooms, a table and chairs set up
for cafes, a door upstage center and
the live band in the back corner of the
stage.
A major concern was whether or
not the band would interfere with
the acting space. This concern is
unwarranted however, as it not only
was out of the way, but also was
integrated into one of the scenes, as
two characters went stumbling drunk
through the musicians.
To try to compare “I Love You
Because” to “An Oak Tree” would be a
travesty, since they are two completely
different shows in every possible way.
Is “I Love You Because” a show to go to
for extreme mental stimulation? Apart
from one song incorporating a myriad
of mathematical terms to describe
“Rebound Time,” no, it is not. For a
light romantic comedy, with heavy
emphasis on both the romance and
the comedy, it is certainly something
worth the higher ticket price of $8.
The show runs until Saturday.
Contact Amber Logsdon at
logsdoan@dukes.jmu.edu.

Have you heard of “Hoarders”? It’s
a show featuring people who don’t
throw junk away. It’s remarkable.
These people
literally don’t
throw anything
out. Think about all
the stuff discarded
in a day: food
wrappers, spoiled
milk, condoms,
baby diapers, yada
yada. Now picture
all of that piled on
top of your dining
room table. Awesome. And when I say
awesome, I mean freaking disgusting.
Admittedly, my roommates and
I tend to sit and marvel at such an
absurd concept. “What does she mean
she poops in a bag and keeps it in the
closet?” Yeah you read that right: This
lady hoarded her poop.
But something wonderful has come
into my life that is making me change
my opinion of the mess-lovers. I
bought a hamster.
Hamsters, for those of you who
don’t know, are hoarders. It says so
on the pamphlet the nice lady at
PetSmart gave me.
This past weekend, my roommate
and I popped open our hungover
eyes and thought, “You know
what we need? Definitely a
rodent.” Fortunately, we have been
brainstorming names just in case
something like this ever happened.
We had a “Top 10” list beginning with
Dumbledore or Hermes and ending
somewhere around Jam Master Funk
or Flava Flav. We settled on Larry.
Larry’s the absolute man. His
technical definition is a Robo Dwarf
Hamster, but we think of him as just
a pimp. A little larger than a golf ball
when he’s sitting down, he’s a speed
demon with whiskers wider than his
body. He’s the light of my life and my
BFF. Together we play on the carpet
and eat apples and sometimes he
lets me take pictures of him to send
to my aunt while he climbs up his
cage. True love stuff, you know what
I mean?
The fact of the matter is Larry tends
to keep his nuts and seeds tucked
neatly away in his cheeks to save all
of his goodies for later. It seems like
a good idea when he does it. Where
are my giant cheek sacks to save Jolly
Ranchers? Thanks a lot, anatomy.
I started to think about what kinds
of things I would want to hoard if I
could choose. Definitely underwear,
with socks coming in a close second.
(Not in my cheeks, in my house.) I
feel like it’s just handy to always have
those around. Also included would
be AA batteries, Chapstick, lots of
contacts and saline solution.
But all of this is practical. What
would I REALLY want if practicality
wasn’t part of the equation, like the
people on TV?
I’d want more Larrys, pillows, those
stress balls that are fun to squeeze,
a family of bulldogs and some food.
Probably Popsicles. I could get into
that kind of scene. A hamster-pillowpopsicle-bulldog scene.
I suppose it could also result in the
most disgusting and disturbing thing
ever, but I like to believe that my world
of hoarding is only a happy place filled
with the best things, all soft or edible.
Larry’s really changed my life. He’s
taught me to be disciplined. It takes a
lot of dedication to take two seconds
out of my daily college schedule to
feed a living creature, but I make the
sacrifice for him. Sometimes if my
roommates and I are feeling really
crazy, we’ll put him in a clear ball and
let him run around the house. Baller.
(Pun intended.) He’s flat out spoiled
with a top-notch tunnel and a JMU
purple-colored cage.
The difference between Larry’s
kind of hoarding and the diagnosed
kind of hoarding as seen on TV is that
Larry brings people together, whereas
the TV version condemns homes
and tears families apart. As I sit here,
I’m surrounded by a slew of friends
popping in to meet the guy and share
some quality TV time with me. Not
only am I the cool kid in town, but I
now also have the unconditional love
of a rodent. Jealous? You should be.
Jamie Lose is a senior media arts &
design major and a humor columnist
at The Breeze. Contact her at
losejl@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Student film
gains national
attention
Senior travels with JMU alumni to
document French cycling race

Katie Baroody / contributing photographer

Senior Curtis Winsor created special features for a Tour de France film
that was shown at Court Square Theatre recently.
By Luisa Contaifer
contributing writer

Two graduates took a shot
at capturing legends in action
with inside access to the Tour de
France while creating a feature
film that portrays the emotional
intensity of cycling.
“Chasing Legends,” directed by Jason Berry, united two
JMU alumni: Ken Bell, ’92, who
served as the producer and Haik
Naltchayan, ’93, who was the
soundtrack composer.
It was created under Gripped
Films, an independent film
company that specializes in
outdoor movies; the footage has
appeared on ESPN, Discovery
Channel and the National Geographic Channel.
The documentary has received
attention from the L.A. Times,
CycleSport Magazine, Road Magazine and Phil Liggett, the voice
of cycling commentary for the
last 45 years.
“The music flowed pretty easily for this project,” Naltchayan
said. “I could almost say it wrote
itself.”
Bell and Naltchayan have
stayed in touch for the last 20
years.
“It has been fun to work with
[Naltchayan] on a professional
level,” Bell said. “Haik is super
talented and the soundtracks he
comes up with bring a lot to the
films.”
Naltchayan contracted his services to Gripped Films, and as a
composer he has won awards
for his work in feature length
films. He worked on the music
for “Chasing Legends” for three
months while also holding a day
job and raising three children.
“I would visualize myself in
the race, tap into the tempo of
the riders and then try to translate that into music,” Naltchayan
said. “ I also had lots of dialogue
with the director about everything from music we liked to
naming a few adjectives to
describe how the scene should
feel.”
The movie has had 41 showings and roughly 35 of them
have been sold out. Funded by
Berry and Bell’s savings, the
movie made its profit by filling
up theaters.
“Chasing Legends has been an
incredibly difficult project,” Bell
said. “I have another full-time
job, a wife and three kids, and it
has been very hard to maintain a
normal life for the last year and
a half. I am most proud that we
completed the film on time without any outside investors.”
Gripped Films paid a licensing
fee to the Amaury Sport Organization, which owns the Tour
de France, for the right to film
and for the press passes needed
to freely move throughout the
event.
“We had press passes and
could go behind the fences that
held back the large crowds,” said
Bell. “Every day involved a lot of
logistics and multiple cities.”
Though none of the crew
members could speak French,
they hired a French student to

be their driver and interpreter.
On Sept. 11, the documentary
had a showing in Court Square
Theatre.
“I always enjoy the movies I
watch here, and this has impacted me the most,” said Norah
Miller, a local Harrisonburg resident. “I never thought cycling
was such an emotionally draining sport, and I definitely admire
cyclists now.”
This event was special for Bell,
as he manages Gripped Films’
office in Harrisonburg.
“As a lifelong cyclist, traveling
to France with a top professional
team was exciting,” Bell said.
Curtis Winsor, a senior media
arts and design major and video
ad designer for The Breeze, has
been working for Gripped Films
since 2008. To help film “Chasing Legends,” Winsor traveled to
Europe along with the crew during the Tour de France.
“Five people lived in an RV the
size of a bathroom with no AC for
35 days,” Winsor said. “We called
it the mobile command center.”
Winsor and the crew followed the No. 1 cycling team in
the Columbia-HTC, during their
stay in Europe and gathered 700
hours of footage — which were
compacted into 90 minutes.
In order to closely follow
Columbia-HTC, Gripped Films
pitched their film idea to the
team’s owner and the marketing
director.
“They reviewed our previous
films and allowed us to embed
ourselves with their team for the
Tour de France,” Bell said. “Overall, it was a win-win situation.”
Cycling legends Lance Armstrong and Eddy Merckx are
featured in the film, along with
Mark Cavendish, who recently won six cycling stages — an
unprecedented feat.
“I love cycling,” Naltchayan
said. “My dad was a pro cyclist
and my uncle was in the Tour
de France ... he crashed and as
a result met his future wife who
was a nurse at the Tour.”
Winsor cycles professionally
and is currently searching for a
contract, although he also plans
on continuing in the freelance
video business.
Winsor was not only responsible for 30 percent of used footage
but also for designing and maintaining the documentary’s
website, handling promotion
and editing most special features.
“Curtis Winsor has been a vital
part of our production team,”
Bell said.
The DVD includes “behindthe-scene” footage and a special
feature called “Spectators,” which
focuses on the emotions of people that watched the race.
“Even if you are not a cycling
fan,” Winsor said, “this is the
kind of movie that lets you
understand players in any sport
because you get to see emotions
and an inside look into what you
usually don’t get to see.”
DVDs can be ordered
online at chasinglegends.com.
Contact Luisa Contaifer
at contails@dukes.jmu.edu.

can you draw?
Apply to be a cartoonist.
E-mail breezearts@gmail.com.
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Fans honor poet’s life
By Kellan Howell
contributing writer

On Tuesday, students, faculty and community members
gathered in the Wilson Hall
auditorium with 73 poets and
musicians to honor and celebrate the life of a renowned poet,
writer and educator.
Lucille Clifton passed away on
Feb. 13. Clifton, who died at the
age of 73, was most recognized
for her accomplishments in the
literary world. Clifton received
multiple literary awards, and in
1988, she became the first author
to have two books of poetry chosen as finalists for the Pulitzer
Prize.
Despite the gloomy circumstances, there was not a
tear shed in grief nor a scrap
of mourning attire to be seen.
The room was filled to the brim
with friends and fans of Clifton,
joyously celebrating her life’s
work.
“Who else could bring 73
poets from around the country, using their own money, to a
place in Virginia where no serious airport exists, but Lucille
Clifton?” asked poet Haki Madhubuti.
The event, titled “73 Poems
for 73 Years,” was coordinated by
the JMU Furious Flower Poetry
Center.
The coordinators and participants were stunned by the
enormous turnout.
“We are very appreciative of
the love shown for our mother,”
said Clifton’s daughter, Alexia.
Alexia’s sister, Gillian agreed,
“She would have been pleased
and that pleases us.”
Madhubiti shared a different
opinion.
“Lucille probably would
have been embarrassed by all
this,” he said. “She was a very
modest and giving woman, she
preferred not to draw too much
attention to herself. In fact, she
probably wouldn’t have even
shown up.”
Though Clifton may have
been blushing, her colleagues,

David Casterline / The Breeze

Poet Akasha Hull shares one of Lucille Clifton’s poems, “At the Cemetery,” in her memory on Monday.

admirers, and loved ones gathered en masse to share her work.
With such a diverse spectrum of
poetry, it was only fitting that
a group ranging from students
to Nobel Prize-winning poets
attended.
Each reader gave the poem
a different tone and meaning
based on their own interpretations. Solemn poems like
“September song,” a reaction to
the 9/11 attacks, and “Dialysis,”
an account of a cancer patient,
left the audience speechless.
Senior anthropology major
Rebeka Wilkins was touched
by Clifton’s poem titled “moonchild,” which tells the story of
a girl who has been sexually
abused by her father.
“ ‘Moonchild’ was very powerful and it had a very strong
sense of feeling,” Wilkins said. “I
have never read any of Clifton’s
work before but I am interested
in researching it now.”
The atmosphere of the
occasion was lifted by several

lighthearted and comical poems
like “Cream of Wheat.” A crowd
favorite was Clifton’s “homage
to my hips” read by literary critic Trudier Harris, who proudly
exclaimed, “ ‘These hips are
magic hips, I have known them
to put a spell on a man and make
him spin like a top.’ ”
Poet Honorée Jeffers stepped
up to a poem and suddenly burst
into tears. As fellow poets tried
to comfort her, the audience fell
silent. Jeffers began to read a
satirical poem describing a letter investigating whether or not
black people could cry.
Junior English and media arts
and design double major, Logan
Hill, shared his newfound appreciation for Clifton’s poetry.
“I really liked Clifton’s honesty in her poetry,” he said. “She
made you laugh.”
Vocalist Treasure Jones
described Clifton’s works and
the musical pieces presented
as “deceptively simple.” During
Jones’ solo, audience members

stood up and joined in to sing
and dance, as it was shared that
Clifton would not have wanted
anyone to mourn her passing
but, to celebrate and have fun.
Perhaps the most powerful display of this is seen in
Clifton’s poem, “Won’t you celebrate with me.” The poem was
presented twice, first as a choral reading by all 73 poets at the
event. Each poet read a line in
their own way, some singing,
some shouting, others whispering. Led by Nikki Giovanni, the
reading culminated in a powerful chant of Clifton’s final line,
“Come celebrate with me that
every day something has tried
to kill me and failed!”
“Won’t you celebrate with
me” was then reinterpreted
by composer James Ballard
and the Madison Singers, who
performed a musical rendition of Clifton’s famous poem.
Contact Kellan Howell at
howellkc@dukes.jmu.edu.

Art | Photography, drawings portray emotions
from page 9

snowboard companies after
graduation.
Other pieces in Stiebel’s
exhibit were colorful screen
prints and graphics that had a
psychedelic feel.
“A lot of techno music went
into the making of these,” she
said.
On the next wall, photography major Alison Sanderlin
displayed a series of photos and
collages. The theme of her exhibit was dreams and magic, and the
pictures were meant to reflect

her own dreams, a “sequence of
unrelated events.”
To do this, Sanderlin used a
Holga camera, which allowed
her to create multiple exposures,
meaning she could take one
picture and take another right
on top of it, creating a layered
effect that blended two photos
into one. Many of the collages
used her pictures along with cutouts from old Urban Outfitters
catalogues and Black & White
magazines.
“Most of the images I have
were not really planned, or I
didn’t really think about them

before I took them, Sanderlin
said. “I was just kind of lucky, I
guess.”
Painting and drawing major
Hannah Nystrom’s exhibit was
focused on emotions. Her oil
paintings used contrasting colors from bright green to dark
brown and red to evoke strong
emotions in her viewers. She
also focused on the movement
of lines in her paintings.
Nystrom drew people in with
a mixture of motions and thick
layers paint, which she created
using a palate knife and a drybrush technique, not adding

water or any other thinner to
the paint.
“They’re really just based off
of my thoughts and emotions
in a moment, so they have a
lot of layers of meanings,” said
Nystrom, who worked on each
painting for about an entire
month.
Each of the artists’ exhibits
will be on display at ArtWorks
Gallery between Sept. 20 and
Oct. 2. Every two weeks, a new
show opens at the gallery.
Contact Beth Cole at
cole2ed@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sports

on page 13

volleyball continues
winning streak

Editors Michael Demsky & Colleen Hayes E-mail breezesports@gmail.com

Sept. 18-22		
Club Sports
Results*
Women’s Ultimate Frisbee

By Shannon Kenny
contributing writer

Breeze does not vet the results provided by
* The
the clubs. We encourage all JMU sports clubs to

report results to Ethan Sherman
at jmusccvicepresident@gmail.com
every Monday; results are printed Thursdays.

Football

Two Dukes
eligible after
NCAA violation
The JMU football program selfreported a violation to the NCAA Sept.
16 involving current players Kerby Long
and Markus Hunter.
The players violated an NCAA by-law
that prohibits student-athletes from
bearing their likeness in advertisements. The players appeared in a print
ad for Copper Beech Townhomes published in The Breeze on Sept. 16.
The players were initially ruled ineligible to play, but after JMU promptly
reported the violation, the two were
reinstated on Tuesday. The players
were not paid for participating in the
advertisement.
Both are expected to play this Saturday against Liberty.
— staff reports

By Georgina Buckley
The Breeze

The JMU men’s soccer team (5-1) is
eager to show its skills against Towson
University (6-0) in its first Colonial Athletic Association conference game of the
season.
After coming off their narrow first loss
to West Virginia University (1-0) last Sunday, the Dukes feel they are ready to face
the Tigers on Saturday.
“I think we’re going into it very well
prepared,” redshirt sophomore Rahul
Chaudhry said. “They’re a tough opponent and they are very physical like us.”
JMU was undefeated going into the
game against the Mountaineers, but
WVU’s physical style and questionable
calls by the referees proved to be too
much for the Dukes.
“It was a lot more physical game than
we’ve played before,” senior captain C.J.
Sapong said. “We did a lot more battling
in West Virginia and the referees were
kind of one-sided. We were too used
to beating teams. It gave us a different
perspective.”
Despite the loss, the Dukes are confident as they move into their first
conference game.
“Going against West Virginia [last
weekend] definitely prepared us for anything,” Sapong said.
The Dukes are also going into the
season injury-free along with an experienced team of upperclassmen.
According to redshirt senior captain Jonathan Smithgall, they also have a strong,
cohesive playing style.
“We’re not worried about how they
play— they have to adjust to us,” Smithgall said. “We don’t sit back, we’re
attack-oriented. We’re trying to bring the
game to them.”
Despite their loss, the Dukes feel their
lineup will bring success.
“We felt we dominated the game in
West Virginia so we know our lineups
are good and won’t change for Towson,”
Smithgall said. “We want to go in with the
same mentality.”
Freshman Towson forward Kay Banjo
will give the JMU defense a challenge,
because the third-leading scorer in the
CAA was named Rookie of the Week for
the week of Sept. 19.
“We played them last season and lost,
but we were out of the CAA tournament
and it was the end of the season so we
weren’t playing our best,” Chaudhry said.
After Towson, the Dukes continue with conference play
w i t h t w o away ga m e s aga i n s t
Northeastern University and the University of North Carolina Wilmington.
Contact Georgina Buckley
at bucklege@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Runner keeps legs, mind active

n

Team to take
on Tigers
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cross Country

Philly Fusion Tournament
n Placed 4th out of 11 teams
JMU 8, Bucknell 7
JMU 11, RPI 1
JMU 11, Maryland 4
JMU 12, Messiah 11
JMU 9, U.Va. 8
Yale 11, JMU 8
Williams 11, JMU 7

men’s soccer

Monday’s sports
page was misprinted.
We apologize for any
inconvenience.
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While she doesn’t listen to music when she runs, redshirt senior Alison Parris
enjoys songs by The Rolling Stones, Muse and Michael Jackson to get her focused
before a meet. “Beat It,” by Jackson, is a particular favorite.

Driving down Port Republic Road on a typical
afternoon, you’re likely to see the cross-country
team running for practice.
At the front of the pack, you’re more likely to see
Alison Parris, a previous NCAA National Championships qualifier, winner of this year’s JMU
Cross-Country Invitational.
The redshirt senior communication studies
major and dean’s list student is competing in her
third and final year in JMU’s cross-country and
track and field program. After graduation, Parris
hopes to find a job in the field of human resources, her minor.
“The final stretch is extremely important to me,”
Parris said. “I want to live out the remainder of my
ambitious dreams.”
Parris began her running career in middle
school. She tried her hand at other sports like soccer and softball originally, but found her speed
was her strongest attribute.
“It was kind of funny because coaches and
teammates always told me to clear [the ball],” she
said. “They knew I couldn’t really dribble, but if I
could get the ball down the field I would get there
really quick.”
Her father was her main supporter when she
decided to devote her time to running. A runner
for Purdue University in the 1970s, Parris and her
father share a bond over their love for the sport.
“A passion for running is something we’ll
always share,” Parris said. “We can honestly say
it ‘runs’ in the family.”
While competing for Patuxent High School
in Saint Leonard, Md., Parris gained the attention of several CAA schools. However, she found
JMU while researching academic options and
approached JMU cross-country head coach
Dave Rinker, sending in her running resume and
a video of her best 800-meter race.
“Coach Rinker said he liked what he saw, but
made it clear that I needed to want JMU — not
the other way around,” Parris said. “It was a smart
tactic on my coach’s part, he gave me the desire
to want to run for JMU and the team.”
During her career as a Duke, Parris has consistently dominated long-distance races, as well as
see Parris, page 13

football

Dukes prepare for last non-CAA game
By Matt Demsky
contributing writer

After two weeks of euphoria following the upending of Virginia Tech,
the JMU football team returns to the
gridiron Saturday, hosting Liberty
University at Bridgeforth Stadium.
The Dukes face off against the
Flames in their final non-Colonial Athletic Association game of the season.
The team defeated Liberty last September by a score of 24-10. However,
this game will have a much different
feel than it did 12 months ago.
“The program has a lot of new
friends,” said head coach Mickey
Matthews, commenting on the lasting effect of last week’s victory. “It’s
been busy.”
Under Matthews, the Dukes are
not only ranked third nationally in
the Football Championship Series
coaches’ poll, but they also received
eight votes in the most recent Associated Press poll, which ranks Division-I
teams regardless of subdivision.
By defeating Va. Tech on Sept.
11, the Dukes have emerged in the
national spotlight. But Liberty was
in a similar situation that same day
as they took down a heavily favored
opponent, beating Ball State on the
road, 27-23.
Their next game had a completely
different outcome as they were beaten
at home by underdog Robert Morris
University by a score of 30-23. Matthews and the Dukes hope to avoid
that same destiny, given that JMU
may be Liberty’s toughest matchup
this season.
“Liberty has a good football team,”
Matthews said. “It has all the makings
of a big game. I’m sure it’s their biggest game of the year. It’s going to be
a barn burner.”
JMU landed its bye week at a crucial
time. The team is coping with a plethora of injuries on both sides of the ball.
Starting offensive lineman Theo Sherman and Earl Watford missed practice
earlier in the week due to injuries,
but are expected to play against Liberty. Defensive end Sean O’Neill has
been nursing a broken rib since the
Va. Tech game and is questionable to
play Saturday.
In addition, top kickers Ben
Hopewell and Dixon Wright are both
hurt and their statuses are up in the
air.
“We had, and still have, a lot of
hurt players,” Matthews said. “At a

physical standpoint, the bye week was
important.”
As the team regains health, Matthews continues to get the players
ready for Liberty. Under Matthews,
the Dukes are an impressive 8-1 following bye weeks since 2002.
“We haven’t even talked about
Tech,” said starting wide receiver
Kerby Long. “When Sunday came, it
was time to prepare for Liberty.”
The Flames should not be overlooked, as they are ranked No. 21 in
the FCS coach’s poll. JMU has defeated
Liberty the past four match-ups and
holds a 10-5 advantage overall.
The JMU defense’s eyes will be on
Liberty quarterback Mike Brown, who
plays a similar style to Va. Tech quarterback Tyrod Taylor.
“Brown is the focus,” Matthews said.
“They throw the ball a lot, and he’s also
their best runner.”
Last year, Brown had 698 receiving
yards in addition to playing quarterback. He accumulated 1,567 yards and
15 touchdowns for the Flames during
their 2009 campaign. He leads a Liberty squad that is eager for a flagship

“We haven’t even talked
about Tech. When Sunday
came, it was time to
prepare for Liberty.”
Kerby Long

JMU redshirt junior
wide receiver

victory, one like the Dukes’ recently
garnered.
“I think we’ll play with hunger and passion,” said Liberty head
coach David Rocco. “JMU has a great
program. They accomplished the
impossible, and this is a chance to get
a lot of attention.”
Quarterback Drew Dudzik, who
was awarded CAA Offensive Player of the Week for his performance
against Tech, has seen this attention
first hand.
“You can definitely tell the difference around campus,” Dudzik said.
“It’s really encouraging. People are
saying congratulations that you have
never seen before.”
The Dukes lead the nation in fourth
down defense, and though only two
games into the season, but the Dukes
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Redshirt senior running back Jamal Sullivan rushed for 49 yards and added a 77yard touchdown catch in the Dukes’ game against Virginia Tech.

are ranked in the top 20 in 11 other
categories, including second in passing efficiency and third in passing
defense.
“I’m not surprised,” Matthews said.
“If you had asked me before the season, I would have told you this team
had a chance to be special. It’s just that
nobody asked.”
Matthews is one of the few who
could have predicted this sort of start
to the season. The Dukes finished last
year with an unimpressive overall
record of 6-5, failing to make the FCS
playoffs.
The Liberty game will give fans
the opportunity to witness the development of several players on the
offensive side of the ball.
Aside from Long, who posted three
catches for 121 yards and a touchdown in the season opener against
Morehead State, redshirt senior running back Jamal Sullivan, sophomore
wide receiver and University of Virginia transfer Quintin Hunter and
redshirt freshman Kavon Seaton

will all continue to see their playing
time increase this week.
Seaton, who came to JMU as a
quarterback before changing to wide
receiver, has been working with the
first-team offense during practice in
the “wildcat” formation.
“We have developed a lot of team
chemistry,” Long said. “We all work
hard and have bought into the system.
We all trust one another.”
With the Tech win sure to motivate them for the rest of the year, the
Dukes could be on the brink of cracking another unfamiliar poll.
“The [AP] top 25 would be nice,”
Dudzik said. “But that’s not our concern. If it happens, it happens. We
take it a day at a time, and hopefully we will be there at the end.”
Contact Matt Demsky at
demskymi@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Fresh Baked Pastries
& Sandwiches

Served All Day!
HOURS:
Monday-Friday

6 A.M. - 10:30 P.M.

Saturday/Sunday
7:30 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Greenberry's of Harrisonburg
400 S. High Street
Located across from
Harrisonburg, Va 22801 JMU's Memorial Hall
( (540-434-0111
DRIVE-THRU SERVICE
540-434-0111) )
AVAILABLE

breezejmu.org

10% Off

563 University Blvd. Unit 176
Harrisonburg, Va

540-433-3433

Manicures and Pedicures
For Students

at

Holly’s Nails

A Professional Nail Care
Hours:
Monday-Saturday
9 am-8 pm
We Accept:
Cash, Visa, Mastercard and Discover

breezejmu.org SPORTS
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VOLLEYBALL

Dukes on a roll, conference play next
By MATT O’TOOLE
The Breeze

With Colonial Athletic Association play approaching this
weekend, the JMU volleyball
team used Radford University
as a warm-up match Tuesday
night, demolishing the Highlanders in three sets, -,
-, -.
The Dukes remained undefeated at home with a -
record and have only dropped
one set at Sinclair Gymnasium.
“It gives us a lot of confidence,” senior outside hitter
Lindsay Callahan said. “We
came in and beat them convincingly. We didn’t let them
come at us at all.”
The Dukes took a decisive
early lead at -, prompting
Radford to call its second timeout of the set.
“It’s a lot better to get that
lead early,” first-year coach
Lauren Steinbrecher said.
“We play better at home so
being able to come out and
get it going early is a great
advantage.”
With the Dukes up - in
the first set, Callahan notched
her third kill, moving her into
fifth place on JMU’s all-time
career kills list with , passing Karla Gleeser (-).
“Stats don’t mean a whole
lot to me,” Callahan said. “It’s
nice though when you leave
here that you have left with a
little bit of a legacy though.”
After a kill by junior middle
back Kelly Turner, the Dukes
wrapped up the set, winning

www.OrientalCafeOnline.com
540-801-8989

“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

see VOLLEYBALL, page 14

Harrisonburg’s Newest
& Finest Restaurant

563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989

riental
afe

-.
The second set started out
looking like Steinbrecher put
out a whole different team, as
Radford jumped up to a quick
-, forcing the coach to call a
timeout.
“I just talked about fighting
for each point,” Steinbrecher
said. “When you win big in the
first set, it’s easy to get a little
lax in the second, and I just told
them they had to earn it.”
The timeout seemed beneficial as the Dukes went -,
taking a - lead that they
would not relinquish. The
Dukes ended up prevailing,
-.
“It’s a morale booster,” sophomore outside hitter Danielle
Erb said. “We’ve been playing
well all season long and this
just gave us more momentum.”
The final set was more of the
same, with the Dukes going on
a - run to end the match,
winning -. Coming off the
victory, the team shifted its
attention on the next opponent, defending conference
champions, George Mason
University.
“George Mason is a really good team,” Steinbrecher
said. “This conference is so
exciting because anyone
can win any given night. It’s
going to be one of our toughest matches but I think we’re
going to play well.”
The Dukes are looking to
improve on a rocky - conference record last year, but

SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE

General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
than 35 years experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

“We cook to your taste”
“We will customize your meal”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer

Expires 10/31/2010

PAUL JONES / THE BREEZE

Jessica Zeroual (left) and Lindsay Callahan are two of the four seniors
on the Dukes’ roster this season.

Bargain
Buy
Quality new & used furniture
Electronics
Jewelry, Designer Bags
Antiques
Vintage Clothes

Save Money!
CD’s $2 each & DVD’s $2.50 each
1090 Virginia Ave
Harrisonburg, Va
North End of Harrisonburg on Rt42
540.433.2005

www.bargainbuyonline.net
Tuesday-Saturday 10am to 6pm
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PARRIS | Leads team VOLLEYBALL |
Exceeds expectations
from page 11

qualifying for multiple national
level competitions.
“Alison has worked extremely hard,” Rinker said. “When
she first came to JMU, I don’t
think she had run much over
 miles a week. Now she routinely runs over  miles a week
and at times she gets up to .
The mileage and a continual
belief in herself made a huge
difference in the type of runner
she is.”
Putting that type of mileage
on the body might be a cause
for concern, but not for Parris.
Despite a battle with anemia
freshman year, Parris has never
suffered a serious injury that
prevented her from competing.
“Its something I always worry
about, but my dad ran for many
years and he is still running
now,” she said. “So I feel like it
is something I will always do, ’til
the day I am put in a wheelchair,
I will always run.”
Parris is not only a leader in

long-distance races, but also
acts as a leader among her fellow teammates.
“When I was a freshman, Alison took me under her wing
when I was first making friends
with the girls on the team,”
senior Kelly Jemison said.
“Since then she has become
an incredible friend who I have
come to adore.”
With her senior year upon
her, Parris has only set more
goals to achieve before the end
of her running career at JMU,
and she hopes to gain All-American status.
“Most of all, I would like to
line up at nationals with my
whole team,” Parris said. “The
women’s team has never qualified for nationals before, and
we’re hoping to change that this
year. We have a lot of potential,
and I believe this is the year to
make JMU history together.”
CONTACT Shannon Kenny
at kennyse@dukes.jmu.edu.

from page 13

if their non-conference play has
been any indication, they are
sure to improve on that mark
this fall.
“We’re really excited about
the rest of the season,” Callahan said. “We do have some
things in the gym we need to
improve on like blocking and
communication, but overall
we are an excited group.”
JMU’s first three conference
games are on the road, but
Steinbrecher looks at that in a
positive light.
“We do play better at home,
but playing on the road we
have far less distractions, with
everyone being together in the
hotel room,” she said. “I think
these girls will be so excited
that we are in conference play
that being away wont matter
too much.”

Erb feels that if the Dukes
play their kind of volleyball,
then JMU could come up and
surprise some teams, disproving the voters who picked them
to finish sixth in the CAA.
“If we can focus on JMU’s
side of the court and not worry
about what they other side of
the court is working on, then
this team has a chance to
win,” Erb said. “We just really need to work on getting
them momentum and not letting them get on their runs of
points.”
The Dukes don’t return
back home until Oct.  when
they match up against the
University of North Carolina
Wilmington, which starts a
key four-game home stretch
against C AA opponents.
CONTACT Matt O’Toole at
otoolemw@dukes.jmu.edu.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Ready for
conference play
By EMMIE CLEVELAND
The Breeze

The JMU women’s soccer
team has no time to ease into
conference play this year.
The Dukes, picked as the preseason favorite in the Colonial
Athletic Association, face two of
their toughest conference opponents right off the bat.
They open at home against
Hofstra University on Friday.
The Hoyas are riding a six-game
winning streak, after losing
only their first game. They were
picked to finish second in the
CAA behind JMU in the preseason coaches’ poll.
On Sunday, JMU (-) will
host Northeastern University.
The Huskies (-) finished first
in regular season play last year,
but fell to JMU in the semifinals
of the conference tournament.
“I’m excited,” senior goalkeeper Diane Wszalek said.
“Hofstra and Northeastern were
really good teams last year, and
they’re not losing much. I think
this will be a really good challenge for us to start conference
play — getting those two teams
out of the way.”
Wszalek, whose just three
solo shutouts short of setting
JMU’s record (currently ), is
comfortably adjusting to some
backline changes.
The Dukes lost of two of their
defensive starters in Friday’s
game against Virginia Tech —
freshman Olivia Tomoff with an
ACL tear and sophomore Elisa
Davidson with a badly pulled
hamstring. Jessica Barndt, who
started as a defender last season
and had moved up to midfield,
has been moved back.
“I think our defense is really
strong and it will remain really
strong, even with the changes,”
Wszalek said. “I’m really comfortable [with Barndt back] and
Becky Sparks really stepped up
as a freshman, so I’m confident
with that.”
With the exception of the
six goals conceded in the

Princeton game, head coach
Dave Lombardo is happy with
his defense’s play. He is most
satisfied, however, with the
depth of his team.
“I think really the strength
of this team is something that
we’ve been talking about since
preseason — depth,” he said.
“You go out there and give us
, , ,  minutes — whatever you can give us — and when
you can’t give us anymore, we
get somebody else in. And often
times that person coming off the
bench, the level not only isn’t
dropping, but we may be getting
something different from them.”
Lombardo has confidence in
his freshman class, as he regularly plays three to five of them.
And as for veterans, he doesn’t
fail to mention that two-time
All-CAA winner Teresa Rynier
is the team’s “go-to” player.
However, Lombardo isn’t
completely satisfied.
“We’re not scoring goals to
the level that I’d like us to right
now,” he said. “So we’re waiting for a couple of people to
step up… We’ve got some good
people in the right places we
just need to finish our chances.”
With the graduation of key
player Corky Julien in , the
Dukes are looking for someone
to fill her shoes. Senior Cate Tisinger seems a likely candidate.
Tisinger is th on JMU’s
career-goals list with , and
knows she’s being looked to
step up.
“I know I need to,” she said.
“I’ve only had one goal so far
[this season]. I need to put the
pressure on myself to step it up
in front of the net. I’ve let some
opportunities go so I really need
to make that a point to score
some goals this weekend.”
F r i d a y a n d S u n d a y ’s
games will be held at the
JMU Soccer Complex at 
p.m. and  p.m., respectively.
CONTACT Emmie Cleveland
at clevelej@dukes.jmu.edu.

Luxurious
Luxurious Pool
Pool
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-24 hour Fitness Center
540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

-24 hour Business Center
-Spacious Clubhouse with gaming tables
-Internet/Cable included in rent and access
in each bedroom
-Pet Friendly

Classifieds
Jiu-Jitsu Over 34 years experience!
www.harrisonburgdojo.com
JiuJitsu, Judo, Aikido and Karate-jitsu
as a complete system. Special JMU
prices! (540) 433-7300
Piano Lessons: Continue your piano
study or get a great start! Highly
qualified, experienced instructor.
(540) 421-3325

Very nice house 2011-12 Great
floor-plan, 6 bedrooms, private
bathrooms, wrap-around porch,
partially furnished, privacy- fenced,
pets welcome. $355. (540) 810-3632
Eight Bedroom House 2011-12 Old
South High Street, 2 kitchens, 3
baths, all appliances, pets, off street
parking, excellent condition. (540)
810-3632
TOWNHOUSE 4 bdrm townhouse
near JMU downtown w/d incl $900
mo
Call 540 271-1952 or 438-8800
To Rent Harrison Street house
w/3 girls &dog. $300/month w/o
utilities. (434) 987-3475

Rental: Private bed/bath in Campus
View Condos starting Jan 2011.
New in ’08 large living space. Pool,
exercise room, W/D. $400.00 a
month includes water and internet/
cable. (540) 434-7779

Valet and or Bus Person Need to
work 2-3 nights per week (can
include weekends) Apply in person
at Local Chop & Grill House (540)
801-0505
Receptionist Steve Toyota Part-time
evenings and Saturday Apply in
person 2970 S Main Street

Used furnishings for sale sofa &
loveseat with covers $150, queen
mattress and boxspring $60, desk
$40 barnesec@gmail.com (540)
578-1819
Myers Pumpkins Rt 33 2 miles east
of Harrisonburg. Follow the signs.
Pumpkins, Gourds, Straw, Indian
Corn, Honey and more. Pick Ur
Own or Pre-Picked
540-209-5221

BARTENDING $300/ POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800965-6520 EXT212
Dancers Wanted! Paradise City 2
gentlemen’s club in bunker hill wv
is now hiring beautiful energetic
ladies. Must have a great smile and
be outgoing. Training available.
Make up to $1000/wk call kevin @
(540) 271-2345

HORSES!! Mill Creek Farm. Indoor,
outdoor rings. Boarding, lessons,
showing, leasing. (540) 234-9781
Freshmen bring your car Private
parking lots CLOSE to JMU
FreshmenParking.com (540) 4664668

Adoption Warm, loving nurse
wishes to adopt a baby. I promise
a lifetime of love, happiness
and security. Contact Susanne
anytime@1-571-882-3533
www.
babyloveva.com
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Check
The Breeze
out on
Facebook
...................
Pictures
&
Updates

Advertise with the Breeze and get noticed!
Email us at thebreezeads@gmail.com
or call us at 540.568.6127
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